
E X C L U S I V E    T O U R

Tuesday, 15th September – Saturday, 26th September

From $8,100 pp Twin Share (based on min 4 travelers)

ULT IMATE  KYUSHU  TOUR

2020



Tour begins:

Thursday 15th September 2020 

Tour ends:

Saturday 26th September 2020

 

Period:

12 Days / 11 Nights  

Included:

- Daily breakfasts, 9 lunches & 10 dinners

- 11 Nights' accommodation Western & traditional

Japanese ryokans

- Transfers, tours, craft & entrance fees as per

itinerary

- Private escort/guide in Japan

Not Included:

- International & domestic flights

 

Price: $8,100 Twin Share

(Single Supplement from $1,750 Additional)

Price subject to exchange rate and based on a

minimum of 4 travelers.

TOUR  DESCR IPT ION

Stroll through Fukuoka’s most famous attraction,

Daizaifu Tenmangu Shrine

Relax in the beneficial bubbling hot springs of

Beppu

Experience the Heike clan samurai family life as

their guest, enjoying intimate meals around an

open fire-pit

View Mount Aso's dramatic landscape and active

volcano caldera up-close

Tour historic Nagasaki's Peace Memorial Park

Observe ancient Christian sites and marine

activities in the "pearl" islands of Amakusa

Feel the warmth of the local hospitality and

cuisine unique to Kyushu Island

Highlights:Trip Details:
Enjoy dynamic Kyushu, Japan’s southernmost island,

full of energy, culture and unique cuisine. Starting in

Fukuoka, the tour traverses through dramatic

mountain scenery, peaceful beaches, and

rejuvenating hot springs, ending in historic Nagasaki.

Japan’s southern island sites are best enjoyed at a

leisurely pace.



ITINERARY

Day 1 – Tuesday, 15th September
 
Arrive Tokyo – Either Narita International Airport or Haneda International
Airport. After exiting Customs, transfer to hotel (from Narita Airport via
Limousine Bus; Haneda Airport short walk to hotel).
 
Accommodation: Haneda Excel Tokyu Hotel (1 night) 

Day 2 – Wednesday, 16th September (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
 
Depart your hotel after breakfast for a short flight to Fukuoka, where you’ll be
met at the airport by Ken Takenaga, your engaging guide throughout this tour.
You’re in for a day of cultural immersion and uniquely Japanese entertainment.
 
• Dazaifu Tenman-gū – As far back as the 7th century, this shrine promoted
learning, sincerity and protection from evil. The approach to Dazaifu Tenman-gū
is lined with many shops, including a uniquely beautiful Starbucks fashioned
from 2,000 cedar beams and no nails!
• Lunch – We’ll have lunch at a local restaurant, where you can enjoy a variety
of traditional dishes, after which we depart for Beppu city. 
• Beppu Jigoku Tour – The richly geothermal area of Beppu has eight     
 distinct hot springs with a wide variety of bathing experiences including water,
sand, steam and mud. Each area on the tour offers natural beauty, tranquility
and geothermal wonders where you can stroll among bubbling pools of jade
green and turquoise waters.
• Kaiseki Dinner and Onsen Spa – After checking in to a Japanese inn, you’ll
enjoy a relaxing spa bath followed by multi-course kaiseki dinner feast.
 
Accommodation: Rex Hotel Beppu (1 night)
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Day 3 – Thursday, 17th September (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
 
Today you will see first-hand why Kyushu is referred to as “The Land of Fire
and Water”. You’ll journey from the cataclysmic, volcanic formations in Aso
Valley to the soothing, tranquil natural springs of Shirakawa.
 
• Daikanbou Observation Point – From this unique observation point, you’ll
enjoy a spectacular, 360-degree view of the Aso Valley and the Five Mountains
of Aso (which resemble a sleeping Buddha), as well as peer into the world’s
largest caldera at Mt. Aso, which measures 120km around.
• Nakadake Active Volcano – Weather and nature permitting, we’ll check out
Mt. Naka, an active crater, which has been actively rumbling and spewing
smoke for the past 70 years.
• Local hotplate lunch – We’re in for a treat unique to the Aso region: a bowl of
tender steak grilled over charcoal. 
• Shirakawa Water Fountain – Quench your thirst with a glass of pristine water
right from natural springs set in a beautiful forest of stately cedar and plum trees
in Minamiaso. Then, try your creative hand at making traditional, washi rice
paper - perhaps you’ll turn out a batch of edible paper!
 
Accommodation: Hotel Yume Shizuku (1 night)

Day 4 – Friday, 18th September (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
 
After breakfast, we check out, then head for a “power spot” steeped in
Japanese mythology. We end the day on a refreshing note with a fun tour and
tasting of Japan’s premiere brew: sake!
 
• Takachiho – Of profound religious importance and natural beauty, Takachiho
gave birth to the legend of Prince Ninigi, who was sent from the heavens in 660
B.C. by the Shinto Sun Goddess Amaterasu, thereby establishing Japan’s
ruling lineage. Mystic, ancient shrines and deep gorges surround the area. 
• Takachiho Gorge – Resembling the scales of a dragon, the steep walls of
this dramatic, narrow gorge cut through solid rock of the Gokase River. Scenic
trails and waterfalls enchant the senses.
• Tuzyun Shuzo Brewery – Kumamoto is renowned for its refined sake
breweries. Established in 1770, Tuzyun Shuzo has been using locally grown
rice and natural water in their high-quality brew for more than 200 years. After a
tour of the brewery, we’ll sample the sake.
 
Accommodation: Tsujyun Sanso Hotel (1 night)
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Day 5 – Saturday, 19th September (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
 
After breakfast at the hotel, we depart for Yamato-cho area, where we
stop to marvel at an engineering wonder to rival the Roman aqueducts.
We continue on to Kumamoto City, with a stop at the enormous castle
complex, followed by shopping in the afternoon.
 
• Tsujunkyo Stone Bridge – This cultural landmark built in 1854 is not
only architecturally striking, but is still used to supply irrigation and
drinking water for the people of Yabe town.
• Suizenji Japanese Garden – A magical tour in miniature of the 53 post
stations of the Tokaido is arrayed in this beautiful, storybook garden.
• Jyosai En Cultural Center – Experience Kumamoto’s remarkable
history through a unique “virtual reality” exhibit that brings to life the
castle, clans and conflict of the region.
• Kumamoto Castle – Heavily damaged in the April 2016 earthquake, the
castle is closed for repairs, but we’ll stroll to the grounds and learn about
the castle’s prominence in Kumamoto’s history as well as ongoing
reconstruction efforts.
• Lunch – Satisfy your craving for local fare at the popular buffet at
Ginnan in Kumamoto. There will be plenty of shopping opportunity for gift
items including pottery, textiles, gourmet knives and souveniers after
lunch. Dinner will be at a local restaurant.
 
Accommodation: Hotel Nikko Kumamoto (1 night)

Day 6 – Sunday, 20th September (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
 
We check out after breakfast and depart Kumamoto for a full day of scenic
panoramas, gourmet lunch, and a tour of one of Japan’s National Treasure
shrines. 
 
• Steam Locomotive “Hitoyoshi” – Sit back and enjoy unparalleled scenic
beauty along the Kuma River on this exquisitely-appointed steam train from a
bygone era.
• Lunch – We arrive in style at our destination, Hitoyoshi City, where you’ll enjoy
lunch at the French restaurant Café Kura, which overlooks the city. 
• Aoi Aso Shrine – Now a National Treasure, this intricately decorated Shinto
shrine dates from 806 A.D. The site includes several pavilions, which reflect
unique architectural treatment and designs from medieval Japan.    
 
Check in to a traditional Japanese inn for the evening, where you will enjoy a
ryokan kaiseki-style dinner
 
Accommodation: Suiranrou Ryokan (1 night)



Day 7 – Sunday, 21st September (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
 
Today, you’ll travel back in time to a more rustic era that will transport you to the very soul of Japan: its daring samurai
warriors and their tribal clans who took refuge in dense forests to escape persecution for more than 800 years. 
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• Samurai Performance – Silent but deadly samurai swords slice the air in a stunning
display of skill and nerve as shown by Taisha-ryu warriors at Aoi  Aso Shrine. With your
senses in tatters, we’ll travel on to Gokanosho, the very cauldron of conflict between
warring samurai clans. 
         
• Gokanosho – Dubbed “Land of the Last Samurai”, Gokanosho is hidden in the
secluded forests of Kumamoto Prefecture. Villages here are home to the Heike clan’s
fugitive legend. Redolent with roaring waterfalls, dramatic suspension bridges and
mysterious forests, the beauty of Gokanosho is an experience that will pierce your soul
and fill your senses with indelible memories! Far off the beaten path of typical tours,
Gokanosho is a rare treat for tourists, with breathtaking views enjoyed by a privileged
few.
 
• Sendan Totodo Waterfall and Suspension Bridges – A walk in the lush forest
takes us to Sendan Totodo Waterfall, which cascades down steep ravines and gushes
into rocky pools below. We’ll also cross a few suspension bridges that link remote
pockets of forest villages, each one offering a stunning view into deep ravines and
streambeds far below.
 
• Heike-so Minshuku – Your life may be forever changed spending just a single night
at this traditional, remote inn. The Heike-so transports you back to an era in which
travelers trekked from outpost to outpost, luxuriating at rustic inns that provided
sumptuous meals and a relaxing bath at the end of the day. Your room here will be in
the traditional Japanese style, but the hospitality and culinary experience is
unforgettably world-class.
 
• Kaiseki Dinner – Expect a sumptuous feast around open fire pits; the local
“moonshine” is not to be missed!
 
Accommodation: Heike-So Ryokan (1 night)
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Day 8 – Tuesday, 22nd September (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
 
After an expansive, traditional Japanese breakfast, we take a
leisurely, half-day drive from the forests of Gokanosho to Amakusa in
Kumamoto, where the mountains meet the ocean with spectacular
scenery.
 
• Five Bridges of Amakusa – Known for its pearl culture, the islands
connected via these picturesque bridges resemble a strand of
beautiful pearls.
• Amakusa Christian Museum – The ultra-modern architecture of
this museum belies the long history of Christianity in Amakusa, which
dates from 1566. Exhibits include the secret, sacred objects carried
by Amakusa’s “hidden Christians” to avoid persecution.
• World Heritage churches – After lunch, we’ll tour more historical
sites including the World Heritage listed churches of Amakusa.
 
Accommodation: Amakusa Santa Coming Hotel (1 night)

Day 9 – Wednesday, 23rd September (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
 
An exciting day of castles, conflict and kaiseki is sure to play on all of your
senses.
 
• Hara Castle Ruins – A fierce battle here incited the Christian uprising in 1637
when locals rebelled against the royal family's draconian rule.
• Mt. Fugen Volcanic Museum – Site of the catastrophic eruption in 1991 which
resulted in many lives lost, this museum offers excellent geological exhibits.
• Shimabara Castle – Resembling a beautiful wedding cake in its appearance,
this major tourist attraction has several floors of exquisite samurai armor as well
as delicate artifacts from the 17th century. At the entrance, you can try on armor
or kimono for a memorable photo. The rooftop terrace offers lofty views of the
city below.
 
The accommodation this evening is in a traditional Japanese-style ryokan. Enjoy
a soothing soak in the natural hot spring spa in the privacy of your own room.
 
Accommodation: Iseya Ryokan Obama (1 night)
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Day 10 – Thursday, 24th September (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
 
After breakfast, we leave for Nagasaki, a city steeped in tragedy, but
now resolved to ensure a lasting legacy of peace. While in Nagasaki,
you’ll enjoy a local favorite: champon noodles, as well as explore
shopping districts in this charming port city by convenient tram.
 
• Nagasaki Peace Park and Memorial Museum – Commemorating the
nuclear bombing of Nagasaki and death of 75,000 citizens – an event of
horrific consequence and destruction – this quiet, contemplative park
will resonate with your conscience long afterwards. 
• Urakami Cathedral – Completed in 1925 to honor the Christian
martyrs of the Edo-era rebellion, this cathedrel was completely
destroyed in the bombing of Nagasaki. Later rebuilt, the new cathedral
stands near the old, toppled belfry, a testament to the devastating
event.
• Dejima – An essential part of Nagasaki’s culture, during the Edo
Period, this Dutch trading post was the single point for outside trade
with Japan. The man-made, fan-shaped island built in the 1600s sits in
Nagasaki bay, and is a National Historical site.
 
Accommodation: JR Kyushu Nagasaki Hotel (2 nights)

Day 11 – Friday, 25th September (Breakfast/Dinner)
 
On your last day in Nagasaki, get ready for a day of strolling, shopping, dining
and just soaking up the local energy in Nagasaki’s most vibrant shopping district,
which is just a few minutes away from one of the oldest Chinatowns in Japan.
 
• Hamamachi Arcade – This covered, block-long street is packed with stores
and restaurants on which to feast your eyes and palate. Indulge in that special
keepsake, check out the latest electronics, treat yourself to a savory champon
noodle dish, or enjoy street dancing and performances as you stroll this colorful
arcade.
 • Chinatown – Dating from the 1600s, Shinchi Chinatown offers a unique vibe
steeped in intrigue and history all its own. There are many shops and restaurants
here to satisfy your final day in Nagasaki.



Your Japan Holidays Escort – Mr Ken Takenaga
 
Born in Yatsushiro City, Kumamoto Prefecture, on the island of Kyushu in
southern Japan, Ken moved to the USA as a teenager. He was immersed in
American culture and language, which he combines with his deep
understanding of Japan’s colourful history in a way few tour guides accomplish.
Ken’s passion for and profound knowledge of southern Japan’s history and key
historical sites plus his fluency in English make him the perfect guide for
English-speaking tourists here. He is a rare combination of military precision,
comprehensive knowledge, and genuine connection, qualities invaluable as a
tour guide for both large groups or smaller custom tours. Ken has more than a
decade of experience guiding groups.
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End of Tour....Sayonara!
OPTIONAL EXTENSION TOURS AVAILABLE 

PLEASE ENQUIRE

Day 12 – Saturday, 26th September (Breakfast)
 
After checking out of your accommodaiton, your guide Ken-san will
help you purchase any last minute souvenirs for your trip, before
seeing you off from Nagasaki to your next destination.



Our team of t ravel  special ists are experts on Japan. Their  language
prof ic iency and in-depth knowledge of  customs, locat ions, and how
to get around ef fort lessly is unsurpassed by many travel  companies.
This expert ise has been honed by l iv ing in Japan or repeated vis i ts.
You' l l  enjoy peace of  mind with our special ists managing every
detai l  of  your tour,  f rom transportat ion to dining and
accommodat ion. Japan Hol idays is supported by an of f ice in Japan,
staf fed with local  experts who are avai lable to assist  you i f  needed
whi le there. .

About Japan Holidays

Cal l :  + 61 2 6674 4185
Emai l :  info@japanhol idays.com.au
Websi te:   www.japanhol idays.com.au
Address: P.O. Box 1175, Kingscl i f f  NSW 2487 Austral ia

Contact us


